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ABSTRACT

In order to fully understand the functionality of conformal devices, it is critical to
develop computational models built from engineered models of 3-dimensional objects. This
work established a scanning procedure to engineering 3D digital model for whole organs,
known as template engineering. The resultant scanning data enabled designing,
manufacturing, and modeling of novel organ healthcare devices. Specifically, we applied
template engineering and structured-light scanning techniques to capture the 3D
topographical information for whole organ systems. Sequentially, we developed multiphysics
models for understanding the device functionality, including the function of devices for
microfluidic interface and whole organ mechanical stabilization.
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Multiphysics Modeling of Devices for Whole Organ
Healthcare Applications

Yuxin Tong

GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT

This study facilitated the development of computational models for whole organ healthcare
devices. In order to develop a fundamental understanding of conforming biomedical devices
for kidney assessment computational models were developed that simulate the interaction
between the device and the soft organ. In this work, we generated a digital reconstruction of a
porcine kidney model by surface scanning techniques that served as the domain two types of
organ-devices interaction simulations: 1) organ-fluid contact problems and 2) organ-solid
contact problems. This study proved that multiphysics modeling offers the potential toward
the design and modeling of next-generation biomedical devices for whole organ healthcare.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1

Demand of kidney transplantation and graft failure
According to the statistics data from the United States Renal Data System’s 2010

Annual Data Report and 2011 Annual Data Report, the population with kidney disease, such
as chronic kidney disease, end-stage renal disease, and acute kidney injury, is significantly
increased in the last decade1. In 2014, over 3,000 new patients were added to the kidney
waiting list each month, while there were 100,791 people already in the list waiting for
lifesaving kidney transplantation surgery2. However, 4,761 patients died when waiting for an
available kidney. Meanwhile, 3,668 people lost an opportunity of receiving an operation due
to the decline in health condition2. Graft failure also contributes to the organ shortage crisis.
For example, 17% of people were returned to the waiting list or dialysis within 3 years after
transplantation. Furthermore, approximately 46% of transplanted kidneys failed 10 years
after transplantation3.
The risk factors for graft failure, including body mass index4, the age, gender, race of
recipient or donor5, number of transplants6, donor type (Marginal Cadaveric Donor)7, diabetic
nephropathy6, the storage condition (Machine perfusion versus cold storage)8, and the history
of dialysis9, have been studied by reviewing clinical and histologic information. For example,
Oliver Aubert and colleagues found that long-term allograft loss was related to extended
criteria donors (ECDs; donors aged 60 years or aged 50-59 years with vascular
comorbidities), presence of donor specific anti-HLA antibodies (DSA) on the day of
1

transplantation, and duration of cold ischemia10. However, it still remains unclear how such
factors influence dynamic kidney health and long-term graft survival time. Interestingly,
literature suggests when mechanical deformations of organ tissue are abnormal in magnitude,
duration, and/or frequency content cell damage and possible disruption in homeostasis of the
extracellular matrix can occur11. Further, unnatural deformation and exposure to external
stress could lead to internal lesions in soft organs, causing a negative impact on long-term
graft performance. Thus, potential damage and tissue property changes would potentially
appear during the process of organ transplantation suggesting that it may be of value to
develop conformal interfaces for organ monitoring and preservation.
1.2

Template Engineering
Template engineering, a process of engineering backward to build a CAD model

geometrically identical to an existing product, is commonly used for rapid prototyping,
modeling, and fabricating of products with complex surfaces, such as organic tissue12.
Template engineering is accomplished in three steps: Part Digitization for acquiring point
coordinates from part surfaces by contact and non-contact digitizers, Features Extraction for
segmenting the digitized data and extracting surface features, and CAD Modeling for fitting
variety of surfaces to the segmented data point13. Classified by the result of digitization, the
approaches of Part Digitization are divided into two groups: 2D imaging and 3D imaging.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), CT scanning, thermal imaging, light intensity imaging
(LI) are commonly used for 2D imaging, while 3D imaging, also called a range image (RI), is
commonly accomplished with structured lighting, spot ranging, range from focus, stereo
scanning as non-contact techniques, and coordinate measuring machine (CMM) as contact
2

technique13. Bagci and coworkers demonstrated template engineering techniques as a
practical method for recovering broken or worn parts in three cases: a worn cam, a worn
turbine blade, and an Atatürk’s bust with hollow and scratches on the surfaces14. Lin et al.
utilized template engineering approaches to generate the complex surface of an artificial knee
joint by CMM techniques in order to reconstruction of customized artificial joint15. Liu and
Liao generated 3D medical models from patient’s CT images for surgical plan design and
surgical guide fabrication in order to realize precise apicoectomy with less surgical risk and
improved quality16.
1.3

Additive Manufacturing and Conformal Manufacturing
Using Additive Manufacturing (AM) techniques, biocompatible 3D customized objects

can be constructed by multiple materials in a layer-by-layer fashion with high level of control
over the architecture of the fabricated constructs, which could offer improved control over
both internal and external construct architecture for tissue scaffolds generation as well as
achieving precise cell deposition17,

18

. Basalah and coworkers developed a novel additive

manufacturing-based technique for developing bio-structure with controllable internal
features, like conformal channels and encapsulated voids, in order to fabricate customized
bone implants that mimic the structure of real bone for orthopedic implant industry19.
Johnson et al. applied 3D printing methodology for nerve reparation of complex peripheral
nerve injuries containing bifurcating sensory and motor nerve pathways20. Arai et al.
developed a custom-made inkjet printer and 3D fabrication technology designed for directly
built up by layer-by-layer printing with living cells and several tissue components21.
Furthermore, emerging conformal printing techniques enable for fabricating sensors and
3

circuit components on three dimensional, flexible surfaces for applications, ranging from
structure health monitoring to human factors and performance measurement22. For example,
Kim et al. applied laser printing of congruent voxels of silver nanopaste for fabricating
conformal and 3D multi-level electrodes, which could be in future applied in the generation
of customized interconnects for 3D microelectronics23. Adams et al. fabricated a 3D
electrically small antennas by conformal printing of conductive inks onto convex and
concave hemispherical surface in the form of conductive meander lines24.
1.4

The Purpose of Study
In order to fully understand the functionality of conformal devices, it is critical to

develop computational models built from template-engineered models of 3D objects. As
shown schematically in Figure 1.1, we conducted template engineering via structured-light
scanning to construct 3D kidney models and develop multiphysics models for whole organ
healthcare applications. The goal of this study was to understand the parameters affecting
conformal device function for whole organ interface via unified 3D computational modeling
and template engineering. The objectives were: 1) apply light-scanning-based template
engineering techniques to reconstruct 3D kidney models for bio-inspired multiphysics studies,
and 2) develop computational models as guidelines for engineering conformal devices that
contain 3D mechanical and fluid contact problems.

4

Figure 1.1 Schematics representation of the study
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Chapter 2: Template Engineering of CAD Model Construction
2.

2.1

Organ Procurement and Preservation
Adult female porcine kidneys were procured from a local abattoir. Animals were

euthanized and handled in strict accordance with good animal practice as defined by the
relevant national and local animal welfare bodies, and approved by Virginia Tech. Kidneys
were procured by first removing the viscera en bloc. Subsequently, the kidneys were
dissected from the viscera.
2.2

Chosen of Scanning Approaches
Two types of scanning approaches (i.e., direct surface-scanning method,

suspension-scanning method) were utilized as candidate for the scanning methods to template
engineer of organ geometry via Structured-light Scanning System. Direct surface-scanning
method was fixing the scanning system and acquiring the organ surface data on a turning
plate separately in top and bottom section. Suspension-scanning method was fixing the organ
position by suture lines connecting to the connection tissue (i.e., fat tissue) around hilus and
acquiring the global 3D data cloud by changing the position of scanning system. Based on the
observation of scanning results shown in Figure 2.1, suspension-scanning method was chosen
as the formal approach in this study because of the better global assembly performance.

Figure 2. 1 Pre-test results of direct surface-scanning method (left) and suspension-scanning method (right)
6

2.3

Tissue Immobilization Approaches for Organ Preparation
According to the observation results as well as the soft character of target organ tissue,

unnatural deformation or displacement was inevitable if the organ was scanned immediately
after organ procurement, regardless of the scanning methods (i.e., direct surface scanning
method and suspension scanning method). Thus, tissue immobilization is necessary before
capturing the organ topographic information. We hypothesized that the nature shape of
kidney could be preserved by freezing organ tissue prior to the suspension scanning method.
In order to maintain the in vivo geometry of organ tissue, the organ was either suspended
or immerged in a liquid solution during the freezing process. The necessary requirements for
the ‘fixation’ solution were: 1) the freezing point of liquid should be much lower than that of
pure water, and 2) the volumetric mass density of supporting liquid should be more dense
than kidney tissue. Four alternative liquid solutions (i.e., brine solution direct contact, brine
solution indirect contact, oil, and ethanol solution) were examined. Specifically, we found
the brine solution (23 wt% sodium chloride solution; freezing point ~ -20!℃) provided
optimal results. However, direct organ contact caused a cloudy appearance on the organ
surface. Thus, the brine solution approach was improved by adding a plastic layer between
the kidney and solution, referred to as the indirect contact approach. The results showed that
the plastic layer protected the surface quality of kidney tissue; nonetheless, an unnatural
pattern from the fold of plastic appeared in the scanning results. In order to solve the
unnatural pattern and marks appearance causing by the brine solution approaches, oil was test
as the third alternative approach for tissue immobilization. Unfortunately, the congelation of
oil causes difficulty in separating organ tissue from the supporting solution. Ultimately, we
7

found a 38% ethanol solution (v/v in water) provided the best choice for supporting solution
of tissue immobilization method. As shown in Figure 2.2, the tissue immobilization
approaches solved the unnatural deformation during suspension-scanning method.

Figure 2.2 Comparison of untreated (left) and treated (right) organ tissue

2.4

Template Engineering of Organ Geometry via Structure-light Scanning System
A Structured Light Scanning (SLS) system was used to collect 3D point cloud data of

explanted kidneys, which would enable multiphysics modelling of whole organ interfaces.
Kidneys were prepared for imaging by removing excess fatty tissue from the hilus and
carefully suturing the fatty tissue with a suture line for suspension. Kidneys were then
suspended in a 38% ethanol solution (v/v in water) by the suture lines and subsequently
stored at ca. -15 °C overnight. The frozen kidneys were then suspended on an articulating
arm boom stand (HP 3D Desk Scan Lever Pro; HP) by the suture lines, which allowed the
tissue to be imaged from various vantage points over a full rotational angle. The kidneys
were subsequently imaged using a single camera-projector structured-light scanning (SLS)
system (HP 3D Structured Light Scanner Pro S2; HP), as shown in Figure 2.3. Prior to
imaging the system was calibrated following vendor-provided protocols using a 60 mm

8

calibration grid. Kidney were imaged by performing multiple scans over a 360° rotational
angle. For high resolution imaging of the hilus, all fatty tissue was removed from the hilus
and the kidney was subsequently scanned on a motorized turntable (HP 3D Automatic
Turntable Pro; HP). Following scanning, the raw scan data in the form of individual point
cloud files were subsequently aligned using data alignment functions of the vendor-provided
software, which resulted in a water-tight 3D model of the imaged kidney (Figure 2.3). The
above protocol was repeated using multiple organs from randomly selected animals in order
to account for inherent animal-to-animal variance.

Figure 2.3 Apparatus and procedure of Template Engineering

9

2.5

Mesh Processing and Model Validation
All mesh assembly process was performed using commercially available mesh process

software (Meshlab, Version 1.3.3). The 3D point cloud data was aligned by the align toolbox
in Meshlab. As shown is Figure 2.4, the scanning results (i.e., 3D point cloud data) was
assembled into a global 3D model by matching pairs of points of the same texture on the two
meshes. The mesh alignment error was calculated by the build-in function of Meshlab, which
was 0.075 as average alignment error, 0.057 as median, and 0.0080 as error bound of
complete global alignment. Sequentially, the model was simplified by a “Flatten Visible
Layers” function to merge all aligned meshes into a single new mesh, then smoothed by HC
Laplacian smooth function, and finally reconstructed the surface by Poisson algorithm (i.e., 9
octree depth and 7 solver divide). The global assembly results consisted of 1,386,805 vertices
and 2,773,582 faces. Because of the number of faces limitation for analysis software, the
model was simplified into 15,000 faces as shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Mesh alignment process
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A model of whole kidney was printed using commercially available plastic 3D printer
(Printrbot Simple Metal; Printrbot) based on the digitized 3D kidney model generated with
template engineering and SLS techniques. Comparison of the printed model with an adult
female porcine kidney provided validation of the template engineering process (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5 Comparison between 3D digital model, printed model and real porcine kidney

2.6

Conclusion
This data suggests that we were able to acquire 3D surface topographic information of

soft organ and construct 3D digital model by SLS system and template engineering
technology, which were able to be utilized in designing, optimizing whole organ healthcare
applications and understanding the mechanism underneath. Furthermore, this template
engineering with SLS technique has potential to apply for constructing 3D digital models for
other soft organ.
11

Chapter 3: Multiphysics Modeling of Microfluidic Biopsy
3.
3.1

Description of the Fluid Contact Problem
In this chapter, we present a multiphysics modeling study to examine the mechanism

associated with a common organ device interface problem, the organ-fluid contact problem.
Specifically, we examine the interface between fluidic streams and organ tissue.
As shown schematically in Figure 3.1, the fluid contact problem potentially involves
spontaneous transfer of molecular species from the organ cortex into an adjacent microfluidic
stream established by an organ-conforming microfluidic device. In this case, this fluid
contact problem consisted of two physics problems, a fluid mechanics problem of laminar
flow developed inside microchannel and a coupled convection and diffusion mass transfer
problem. Trans-channel microneedles inserted into the renal cortex also potentially enhance
the spontaneous transfer of molecular species into the fluid channel. The flow rate at inlet
was assumed as constant and paralleled with the normal direction of inlet surface.

Figure 3.1 Schematics for Microfluidic Biopsy Concept (Fluid Contact Problem)
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3.2

Computational Fluid Dynamics and Convective Mass Transfer Simulation
All studies were performed using commercially available finite element analysis (FEA)

software (COMSOL Multiphysics, Version 5.2 a). Stationary studies were conducted in 3D
using the Laminar Flow interface within the Fluid Flow module (Single Batch Phase Flow)
and the Transport of Diluted Species Interface within the Chemical Species transport module.
The geometry of domain was created using the graphics-user interface based on the
structured-light scanning-generated 3D surface topography of kidney and the printed
microfluidic channel (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3. 2 Domain of computational model and scanning results of microchannel

Simulations were done assuming Newtonian and Fickian constitutive relations. The
material properties were taken from previously published literature (density of water25 = 997
kg/m3; dynamic viscosity of water25 = 8.9 × 10-4 Pa-s; diffusivity of HSP-70 in water26 =
10-10 m2/s; molecular weight of HSP-7027 = 70 kDa; concentration of HSP-70 in kidney
tissue28 = 275 ng/mL). The boundary conditions for the fluid flow problem included a normal
mass flow rate condition at the inlet, an atmospheric pressure condition at the outlet (normal
flow), and no-slip conditions along the channel walls. The boundary condition for the mass
transfer problem included a zero concentration condition at the inlet, insulation (i.e., no flux)
conditions along the channel walls, and an overriding mass flux condition along the bottom
13

wall of the microchannel that is formed by the organ surface at the trans-well microneedle
locations. The mass flux (j) was modelled using a form of Newton’s Law of Cooling for
internal flow29. We used a corrected empirical convective mass transfer correlation for
internal laminar flow in circular tubes subjected to a constant surface temperature condition
developed by Sieder and Tate to calculate the convective mass transfer coefficient29.
Initial values corresponded to zero velocity, pressure and concentration fields across
the entire domain. The model was discretized using a physics-controlled mesh (finer element
size), which consisted of 849,802 domain, 71,710 boundary, and 2,209 edge elements. The
shear rate and concentration profiles were calculated using a stationary solver. An auxiliary
sweep was conducted to calculate the shear rate and concentration profiles over a range of
flow rates (20 - 200 µL/min) with a step size of 20 µL/min. The outlet velocity, mean
concentration, and average shear rate along the bottom wall (i.e., the organ surface) were
calculated as derived quantities from these results. Proper density of the mesh was checked
by examining convergence of the outlet velocity and concentration by iterating from a coarse
to an extra fine mesh element size, which led to convergence within less than 0.05 and 3.5 %
of the previous mesh iterate, respectively.
3.3

Computational Results and Validation

3.3.1 Velocity Profile
The velocity profile of the microstream inside the microchannel is shown in Figure 3.3.
The velocity profile became fully developed prior to reaching the microfluidic outlet. Such a
result was consistent with the theoretical hydrodynamic entry length for internal laminar
flow.
14
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Figure 3.3 Velocity profile among the length of the microchannel (L means total length of the microchannel.
Velocity in right plot means the surface average velocity of each cross-section area among the microchannel)

3.3.2 Shear Rate Profile
The shear rate profile inside microchannel is presented in Figure 3.4. Similar to the
velocity profile, the shear rate profile was fully developed inside the microchannel. The
maximum shear rate was appeared in the middle of each wall, which implicated that the
potential influence of shear stress on organ surface should be further considered.
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Figure 3.4 Shear rate profile among the length of the microchannel

3.3.3 Concentration Profile of Biomarkers
In contrast to the velocity profile, the calculation showed that the concentration profile
does not become fully developed prior to reaching the microfluidic outlet. Such a result was
15

consistent with the theoretical thermal entry length for internal laminar flow. Given the
trans-channel microneedles establishing a non-uniform axial flux boundary condition along
organ cortex, it was of interest to examine the mean fluid concentration along the
microchannel. As shown in Figure 3.5, our simulation revealed two concentration ‘hot-spots’,
which coincided with the location of microneedles. This hot-spot phenomenon has been
previously reported in heat transfer problems involving analogous non-uniform axial flux

Surface average concentration (pg/mL)

boundary conditions30.
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Figure 3.5 Concentration Profile among the length of the microchannel

3.3.4 Dependence as a Function of Flow Rate
Figure 3.6 shows the dependence of the average shear rate on organ surface, surface
concentration average at outlet as a function of flow rate. As shown in Figure 3.6, the shear
rate profile changed linearly over the 20 - 200 µL/min inlet flow rate range, respectively.
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Meanwhile, the outlet surface average concentration changed nonlinearly from 37.0 - 10.5
pg/mL over the 20 - 200 µL/min inlet flow rate range, respectively. Specifically, the
predicted outlet surface average concentration at the expected expirimental flow rate (100
µL/min) was ~ 16 pg/mL. This results suggested that biomarkers should be detectable in
fluidic streams that come into contact with organ tissue without the need for sample
prepartion steps (e.g., dilution or enrichment). We note that these results were valided by
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Figure 3. 6 Surface average concentration profiles of biomarkers with varied flow rate

3.4

Conclusion
The multiphysics modeling simulation has been validated by comparing the

computational results with the experimental results of the fluid contact problem. Meanwhile,
this study indicated that multiphysics modeling method would make contributions to: 1)
understanding the mechanism underlying organ-fluid contact problems, and 2) developing
guidelines for engineering conformal microfluidic devices (i.e., the dimensions of
microchannel, the number of microneedles) and experimental design (i.e., testing inlet flow
rate, testing duration, sample detectability of biomarkers).
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Chapter 4: Finite Element Analysis of Whole Organ Deformation Under
Normothermia
4.
4.1

Description of the Solid Contact Problem
In this chapter, we present a finite element analysis to study an organ-rigid solid contact

problem, which is used to predict the stress and deformation profile of e

xplanted organs.

As shown in Figure 4.1, we examined two types of contact problems: a) directly contact with
rigid surfaces (Figure 10, left), and b) contact with form-fitting sleeves (Figure 10, right).

Figure 4. 1 Schematics of solid contact conditions

4.2

Computational Whole Organ Deformation Simulation
All studies were performed using commercially available finite element analysis (FEA)

software (COMSOL Multiphysics, Version 5.2 a). Stationary studies were conducted in 3D
using Solid Mechanics within the Structure Mechanics module. As shown in Figure 4.2, the
geometry of domain (i.e., directly contact with rigid domain (left), contact with rigid surface
supported by form-fitting sleeve (right)) was created using the graphics-user interface based
on the structured-light scanning-generated 3D surface topography of kidney.

18

Figure 4. 2 Directly contact with rigid domain (left), contact with form-fitting sleeve (right)

Simulations were done assuming that the material of tissue was homogeneous and
isotropic throughout plastic deformation as linear elastic material. The material properties
were taken from previously published literature (density of kidney tissue31 = 1.08 g/mL;
Young’s modulus of kidney tissue32 =10.8 kPa; Poisson’s ratio of kidney tissue33, 34= 0.49;
density of form-fitting sleeve35 = 970 kg/m3; Young’s modulus of form-fitting sleeve (i.e.,
10:1 PDMS, using engineering stress-strain)36 = 1.37 MPa; Poisson’s ratio of form-fitting
sleeve35 = 0.49). The boundary condition for the directly contact problem included a body
load of gravitational force on organ tissue and a continuity contact pair between the
destination domain (i.e., the organ) and the source boundary (i.e., the rigid plane). The
boundary condition for the contact with form-fitting sleeve problem included a body load of
gravitational force on organ tissue and a continuity contact pair between the destination
domain (i.e., the organ) and the source boundary (i.e., the conformal form-fitting sleeve),
while the bottom surface of the source boundary was set as fixed constraint. The governing
equations are: a) Strain-displacement equation:
!

! = ! [(!")! + !" + (!")! ∙ !"

(1)

where !!is the infinitesimal strain tensor, u is the displacement vector, ! represents the
nabla operator, and (∘)! represents a transpose.
19

b) Equations of motion:
! ∙ ! + ! = ρ!

(2)

where !! is the Cauchy stress tensor, !!is the body force per unit volume, which is the
gravitational force in this case, (∘) represents the second derivative with respect to time, ρ
is the mass density, ! represents the nabla operator.
c) Constitutive equations:
! = ! ∁!∶ !!

(3)

where ∁ is the fourth-order stiffness tensor, !! is the Cauchy stress tensor, !!is the
infinitesimal strain tensor and A : B = !!" !!" is the inner product of two second-order
tensors. We note that the linear elastic material assumption was chosen such that we could
utilize previously published mechanical property data.

In reality, the stress-strain

relationship is likely nonlinear at the strains examined in this study for the direct contact
problem.
Initial values corresponded to force, displacement across the entire domain. The
model for direct contact problem was discretized using a physics-controlled mesh (i.e., extra
fine mesh for destination boundaries, normal mesh for source boundaries), which consisted of
48,852 mesh vertices, 221,209 tetrahedral elements, 46,702 triangular elements, and 348 edge
elements. The model for the sleeve contact problem was discretized also using a
physics-controlled mesh (i.e., extra fine mesh for destination boundaries, normal mesh for
source boundaries), which consisted of 56,866 mesh vertices, 247,946 tetrahedral elements,
61,218 triangular elements, and 3,251edge elements. An auxiliary sweep was conducted for
accuracy calculation of whole organ displacement, where the body force gradually increased
20

from 0 to 100% with a step size of 10 %. The mesh density was chosen such that the mesh of
the destination boundaries should be at least three times as fine as the source boundaries.
4.3

Computational Results and Validation

4.3.1 Finite Element Analysis Results of Direct Contact Problem
The displacement profile and von Mises stress profile of direct contact problem are
shown in Figure 4.3. According to the computational model, the displacement is maximum
near the hilus and the backside of kidney tissue. In contrast to the displacement profile, the
von Mises stress was at a maximum in the middle of top and bottom surface, where the
maximum stress was 305.75!N/m! and 1.73×10! !N/m! , respectively.

Figure 4.3 Finite element results of direct contact problem (Displacement profile (left), stress profile (right))

4.3.2 Finite Element Analysis Results of Contact with Form-fitting Sleeve Problem
The displacement and von Mises stress profiles of sleeve contact problem are shown
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in Figure 4.4. According to the computational model, the displacement was a maximum at the
poles. In contrast to the displacement profile, the von mises stress profile was appeared
distributed across the sleeve contact surface.

Figure 4.4 Finite element results of contact with sleeve problem (Displacement (left), stress (right))

4.3.3 Validation of Computational Results
To validate the results of two solid contact problems, we compared the computational
displacement data with experimentally measured displacement data. A prototype sleeve was
fabricated by coating 3D printed kidney model with 10:1 PDMS. The experimental
topographical data (i.e., Table contact data and sleeve contact data) was extracted point by
point with intervals of 0.45-1 cm from a photograph by contouring the outline of kidney with
graphic design software (Adobe Illustrator). The computational topographical data was
extracted by finite element analysis software (COMSOL) at different boundary condition (i.e.,
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initial position data, table contact data, sleeve contact data). The topographical data of in vivo
organ state was acquired by MRI and then extracted point by point from the front view
screenshot with the same protocol as the experimental topographical data. All data were
aligned based on the centerline of the kidney and scaled based on the scale bar of each data
set.

Figure 4.5 Validation of computational model for solid contact problems

4.4

Conclusion
By plotting the profiles of each model in the same scale of color bar respectively

(Figure 4.6), we show that the unnatural deformation of organ tissue could be reduced 79%
by adding a supporting sleeve relative to the direct contact problem. Furthermore, the support
sleeve also reduced the maximum stress. Overall, this simulation supports the need for
controlling the mechanical state of explanted organs during the transportation and
preservation process. Furthermore, this method could be applied to analysis other organ
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storage conditions (e.g., machine perfusion condition, mechanics profile during dynamic
transportation, etc.)

Figure 4.6 Comparison between finite element results of direct contact and contact with sleeve problems
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Research Direction
5.
5.1

Conclusion
This thesis established a scanning procedure to engineer 3D digital templates for

computational studies of whole organ biomedical devices. The resultant scanning data
enabled the design, manufacturing, and modeling of novel biomedical devices for whole
organ healthcare. Our fluid contact study indicated that the multiphysics modeling approach
contributes to: 1) an understanding of the mechanism associated with fluid-organ contact
devices, and 2) establishing guidelines for optimizing fluidic-based devices for whole organ
assessment. Our solid contact study demonstrated the capability for studying whole organ
deformation during different organ storage conditions, and suggested the importance to
further investigate the influence of mechanical state during preservation on organ
transplantation outcomes.
5.2

Future Research Direction
This work suggests the following future areas of research: 1) utilizing template

engineering approaches to capture 3D surface topographic information for other organ
systems; 2) studying the performance of innovative organ healthcare devices by combinations
of rapid prototyping and computational modeling; 3) extending the solid contact problem
study to other organ preservation settings; and 4) introducing sensors into the supporting
sleeve systems to enable real-time monitoring of organ health status during stabilization.
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Appendix
This supporting information describes all parameters and variables used in
computational fluid dynamics and convective mass transfer simulation.
Name

Expression / Value

Description

L

16 mm

Top-down projected length of the microchannel

W

600 µm

Approximate average width of the microchannel

ht

665 µm

Approximate average height of the microchannel

P

1.747528 mm

Perimeter of the microchannel

A

0.2652 mm!

Cross sectional area

D_h

4A
P

Hydraulic raduis

D

10-10 m2/s

Protein diffusivity in water26

mu

8.9 × 10-4 Pa-s

Viscosity for water25

rho

997 kg/m!

Density for water25

MW

70 kg/mol

Molecular weight of HSP7027

Q

0.11 mL/min

Volumetric flow rate

V

Q
A

Average velocity
Mean concentration of HSP70 in kidney tissue from literature

c_s_lit

275 ng/mL
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c_s

c_m

c_s_lit
MW

0 mol/L

Mean concentration of HSP70 in kidney tissue from literaure
in mass units
assumed initial mean protein concentration in the channel
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Re

rho ∙ V ∙ D_h
mu

Reynold’s number

Sc

mu
rho ∙ D

Schmidt number

Pe

Re ∙ Sc

Peclet number

Gz

D_h
Re ∙ Sc
L

Greatz number 29

Gr_inv

Gz !!

Inverse Graetz number 29
Length for fully developed velocity profile (Hydrodynamic

x_fd_v

0.05Re ∙ D_h
entry length) 29

x_fd_c

0.05Re ∙ Sc ∙ D_h

Length for fully developed concentration profile29
Sherwood number for fully developed flow for constant

Sh_fd_const_c

3.66
surface concentration 29
Sherwood number for fully developed flow for constant

Sh_fd_const_f

4.36
surface flux 29
Correction factor for Sherwood number calculation based on

corr

Sh_fd_const_f
Sh_fd_const_c

the presense of a constant flux boundary condition in our
model 29
Correction Sherwood number for undeveloped flow through a

sh_st

1.86 ∙ corr ∙ ! (

Re ∙ Sc !
)!
L
D_h

pipe assuming constant surface concentration (Pg 495:
Incorpera) 29

k_st

Sh_st ∙ D
L

Mass transfer coefficient
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